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NEW QUESTION: 1
This question requires that you evaluate the underlined text to
determine if it is correct.
The process of replicating a zone file to multiple DNS servers

is called zone replication,
Select the correct answer if the underlined text does not make
the statement correct. Select 'No change is needed" if the
underlined text makes the statement correct.
A. Zone transfer
B. Start of authority
C. No change is needed
D. Zone synchronization
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 2
Assume that the interval of the VRRP advertisement message is
set to 2 seconds, the preemption mode is on, and the Delay Time
is set to 3 seconds. The Master Down Interval is:
A. 2 seconds
B. 9 seconds
C. 6 seconds
D. 4 seconds
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 3
You are patching your Exadata X6 Database Machine by applying a
new image to the Storage Servers in a rolling fashion.
Your ASM environment on the Database Machine has five
diskgroups stored on an unpartitioned Exadata storage grid,
with redundancy settings as shown:
1. DATA_DBM1 - Normal Redundancy
2. RECO_DBM1 - Normal Redundancy
3. DBFS_DG - Normal Redundancy
4. DATA2_DBM1 - High Redundancy
5. DATA3_DBM1 High Redundancy
Which two diskgroups will not suffer from any data loss
throughout the patching process even if there is a single disk
failure on one of the cells
A. DATA_DBM1
B. DATA2_DBM1
C. RECO_DBM1
D. DATA3_DBM1
E. DBFS_DG
Answer: A,C
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
HIGH redundancy provides protection against 2 simultaneous disk
failures from 2 distinct storage servers or 2 entire storage
servers. HIGH redundancy provides redundancy during Exadata
storage server rolling upgrades.
References:
http://blog.umairmansoob.com/choosing-high-vs-normal-redundancy
-with-exadata/

NEW QUESTION: 4
In a user session, tracing is enabled as follows:
SQL&gt; EXECUTE
DBMS_TRACE.SET_PLSQL_TRACE(DBMS_TRACE.TRACE_ENABLED_LINES);
PL/SQL procedure successfully completed.
You executed the procedure as follows:
SQL&gt; EXECUTE PROC10
PL/SQL procedure successfully completed.
When you examine the PLSQL_TRACE_EVENTS table, you find that no
trace information was
written into it.
View the Exhibit.
What is the reason for this?
A. The PROC10 procedure is not compiled with the DEBUG option.
B. Tracing is not enabled with the TRACE_ENABLED_CALLS option.
C. The PROC10 procedure is created with the invoker's right.
D. The TRACE_ENABLED parameter is set to FALSE for the session.
Answer: A
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